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  Little Rock 9 photo
https://www.loc.gov/search/?q=little+rock+9&sp=1

Format: Photographs and Prints

  Observe

-boy on floor looking at tv
-has book and notebook opened in front of him
-wearing pajamas
-math problem on tv
-decor looks like my grandmother's house from 
when I was little

Reflect

When? 1950s
If I hadn't read the information about the photo, 
I would never have known why the photo was t
aken.  I did not know that the kids during the Li
ttle Rock 9 time period had classes taught on T
V while schools were closed because of the mo
ve to integrate.

This image could be made today, but it would b
e for a different reason, and instead of using a T
V, students would be in front of a computer or e
ven their phones.  A matter of fact, most student
s have done work at some point while on the flo
or using their phones or laptops.

Question

I wonder how the boy felt.
I wonder how the TV technology was used.
I wonder what it was like when school started b
ack.
I wonder if this boy was against integration.
I wonder why people felt this was the best optio
n.
I wonder if MY students could figure out what 
was happening in the picture.  How much guida
nce would they need to draw the right conclusio
n.

Further Investigation

O'Halloran, Thomas J, photographer. [Little Rock, Ark., re: anti-integration story. Classes on TV, after school closings / TOH]. Sept. Photograph. Ret
rieved from the Library of Congress, .

I found another image s of the same time but with a group of white girls and another with a black girl.  Thinking of ways to use them all.
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